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ῖ೬䙘㟛⍋ܻϡᇥ䷇ῖ᭛࣪⬠᳟টᓎゟњ⏅८ⱘট䂐ˈ⚎ⱐЁ䷇ῖ݅ৠࡾߎخǄ
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The Chao Feng Chinese Orchestra
Chao Feng Chinese Orchestra was established in 1982. It is the largest Chinese music orchestra in Australia with
the aim of preserving and promoting traditional Chinese culture and music in Australia. The Orchestra is an active
member of Multicultural Arts Victoria and has a continuous involvement in multicultural events in Australia.
As Australia’s oldest Chinese orchestra, The Melbourne Chao Feng Chinese Orchestra performs traditional Chinese
music and contemporary works including newly arranged pieces of western collections and new interpretations of
Australian folk songs to Australian audiences.
Players in the orchestra include professional and seasoned Chinese and Australian musicians as well as some
RIWKH¿QHVW\RXQJWDOHQWVZLWKIRUPDOPXVLFDOWUDLQLQJLQZHVWHUQFODVVLFDOPXVLF7KHRUFKHVWUDLVZHOONQRZQ
for its devotion to nurture future Chinese music talents and its passion of bringing traditional Chinese music
to the Australian community through seminars and workshops in universities, schools, community groups and
organisations. Moreover, the orchestra is deeply involved in community events and philanthropic performances. It
has been frequently invited to perform in radio and TV programmes.
In recent years, the Orchestra has accompanied many reputable overseas Chinese orchestras to perform in Australia
and Asia.
In 1998, the Orchestra organised the “Melodies of China” Concert, performed with the Hong Kong Music Lover
Chinese Orchestra and the Singapore Keat Hong Chinese Orchestra.
1999 saw the Orchestra performing in the Hong Kong Concert Hall with the Hong Kong Music Lover Chinese
Orchestra, the Singapore Keat Hong Chinese Orchestra and the PCC Chinese Orchestra of Malaysia.
In June 2000, the Orchestra and the Singapore Temasek Polytechnic Chinese Orchestra jointly staged the “Melody
of Millennium” Concert.
In 2001, the Orchestra performed at the Victorian Concert Hall in Singapore with the Keat Hong Chinese Orchestra
and participated in cultural exchange activities with various orchestras in Singapore including the Temasek Chinese
Orchestra.
To coincide with its 20th Anniversary in 2002, the Orchestra invited the Hong Kong Music Lover Chinese
Orchestra, the Singapore Keat Hong Chinese Orchestra and the PCC Chinese Orchestra of Malaysia to stage a
hugely successful concert at the Melbourne Town Hall.
The 2003 “Sounds of the Orient” Concert was held at the Manningham Council Function Centre, performed with
the Australian Chinese Ensemble and famous Chinese Tenor - Mr. Kun Xue.
In 2004, the Orchestra invited the Hong Kong Juvenile and Youth Classical Chinese Orchestra to jointly stage the
“When Music Blossoms” Concert at the Melbourne Town Hall.
With the help of the SBS Radio, the orchestra has made a recording of the Australian National Anthem with
traditional Chinese musical instruments in September 2005. The recording has been used by local Councils and
community organisations for occasions such as the Citizenship ceremony.
The Orchestra has established close friendship with many overseas Chinese music groups and will continue to
support local Chinese musicians and promote traditional Chinese music in Australia.
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ࠕಉɢڅɹᅣ྄
ཽՖॹխᑗቸ࣍مګԫքԲڣΔଉཽഗᅮඒՖॹڣᄎᝤՀऱԫଡᄐ塒ଃᑗิ៣ΔਢཽءᖵՂ່൝Ն
խᑗቸհԫΖ
ቸ݁ڣޢᄎᜰᙄٺᣊীऱዝנ೯ΔٻཏᢅՕฒտฯٺጟլٵଅऱխഏاගଃᑗΔٵழٍॹڣچءᑗ
༼ࠎಝᒭ֗ዝנᖲᄎΖ۞ԫքڣದΔᑗቸঁࡳཚፖطଉཽਙࢌᙄଃᑗᄎΖԼࠐڣڍΔᑗቸፖਙࢌ
֫܂ٽΔ࣍ڍཽءଡՕᄎഘ֮֗ୡխ֨ᜰᙄԱ٥൷२ԿԼլٵীڤऱଃᑗᄎΔፂՂஆΔۖዝ
ٍؓᛧԱᑗऱ्ࡳΖೈԱᜰᙄଃᑗᄎ؆Δᑗቸٍᆖൄፖषՠ܂ΔץਔࠩᖂீΔ۔Գխ֨Δچᄎ
Δڍଡݳᣋቸ᧯ዝΖ
ڣᑗቸམᝮᓮଆႆ(ਐཀ)Εན৬ᖫ(ਐཀ)Ε߉׆৬(ਐཀ)Εޕ(ย)Ε್૭(ย)ΕᏘΗᣪԺ(್ᙰ
Εᄘ൫(ྴྵ)Εৌ܌ભ(ࣨ/ࠇ)Ε്(ཆྶ)Εພႁݳΰ♝ܱ/ጥαΕ۶ᛑΰԲαټ୮چء֗א
ᕽ壄ᓡࢭ࿇(ਐཀ)Ε༙ᔲᜢ(ਐཀ)Ε۶֮՟(ਐཀ)Εᗝߜ(♝ܱ/ጥ)᥋֫ዝנΔᛧٺԫીړေΖ
ቸጻܿwww.hkywcaco.net

Hong Kong YWCA Chinese Orchestra
nded in 1962, the Hong Kong YWCA Chinese Orchestra is an amateur music organization under the Hong Kong
ng Women Christian Association and is one of the Chinese orchestras with the longest history in Hong Kong.
Orchestra has organized performances regularly to introduce Chinese folk music of different styles to the public
to provide training and performing opportunities to local young musicians. Beginning from 1996, the Orchestra’s
certs are mainly organized by the Hong Kong government. In the past 11 years, with the supports from the government,
rly 30 concerts of different styles were performed at different town halls and civic centers. The concerts were well
ived by the general public and the music profession. Apart from organizing formal concerts, the Orchestra also
icipated actively in social services, including performing at various schools, social centers and elderly centers.
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ecent years, the Orchestra has collaborated with an array of music virtuosi including Feiyun Xia (conductor),
shu Jing (conductor), Fujian Wang (conductor), Zhen Li (dizi), Di Ma (dizi), Baoligao Qi (matouqin), Wei Yang
a), Kemei Jiang (banhu/jinghu), Gaoxiang Zhang ((yangqin), Yazhi Guo (Suona/ Guan) and Tao He (Erhu)as well
ocal music elites like Sing-fat Wai (conductor), Yui-sing Pang (conductor), Man-chuen Ho (conductor) and Waileung Lo (suona/guanzi). All the performances have received great acclaim from the audiences and the critics alike.
The Orchestra’s website is www.hkywcaco.net

Conductor ܠ

Yat Ping Chan
Conductor
of the Chao Feng Chinese Orchestra
Mr Yat Ping Chan was born in Hong Kong. He was graduated
from the Advanced Diploma in Performing Art (Music) and
Professional Diploma in Performing Art (Music) at the Hong
Kong Academy for Performing Arts. He had been sponsored
by the Tom Lee Music Foundation to study in Beijing and
Shanghai following a number of dizi virtuosos.

Ȼ̣
ፌଅխᑗቸਐཀ
佭␃ߎ⫳ˈ㙚ὁᮐ佭␃ⓨ㮱ᅌ䰶ˈܜᕠׂ⬶ⓨ
㮱⏅䗴᭛ᝥ˄䷇ῖ˅ঞⓨ㮱ᇜὁ᭛ᝥ˄䷇ῖ˅Ǆ᳒
⥆䗮߽䷇ῖ䞥ᬃᣕ䘴䍈࣫ҀǃϞ⍋䱼ԡワᄤ
䷇ῖᆊ⏅䗴Ǆ

䱇৯ᕲџЁῖⓨ༣ǃᬭᅌᣛᧂᑈǄϔⳈ⌏
䑡ᮐ佭␃ῖປˈ᳒㹿䙌⚎佭␃㊒㣅ˈ佭␃ῖປᮄ
⾔ˈজ᳒ࡉ䕺ǃ䷬ᇢঞᣛᧂᑒןῖ೬ࣙᣀ佭␃䴦ᇥ
ᑈῖ೬ǃ佭␃Ёῖ䲚ǃ<0&$ᒋᗵܦスড়ଅ೬ǃ
ඨܦスড়ଅ೬ǃ࣫औЁῖ೬ǃ㙆Ёῖ೬ǃᮄ㙆
ῖ೬ঞ䭧Ёǃᇣᅌ᷵ῖ೬ㄝǄѺᰃ佭␃ᬓᑰ䷇
ῖџࢭ㍅㈠㰩ᇢЁῖ೬៤વǄ

䱇৯䰸㍧ᐌ佭␃݀䭟ⓨ༣ˈ݊䷇ῖ䎇䎵
䘡ঞЁ䱌ǃ㟎☷ǃ㣅ǃ㕢ǃ⊩ǃ▇⌆ǃ
༻ഄ߽᮹ᴀㄝᆊकןජᏖˈগ㟛䞡㽕ঞ
ൟⓨߎˈࣙᣀן䱯㮱㸧ᒋජᕅሩㄝǄ
䱇৯佭␃⚎仞ῖປᮄϔҷϡ䙎们ˈᑈ
՚Ꮖ᳝䞣ᅌ⫳៤⚎ᇜὁ䷇ῖᆊˈᬭঞ䷇ῖད
ˈ݊ৡᄫ䙘㹿䙌ܹĀ佭␃ৡҎ䣘āˈ៤㐒᳝Ⳃ݅
ⵍˈ䲪✊⧒Ꮖᅮሙ⠒ᴀˈԚҡෙᅜᢅ䉴ˈ⚎ᒷ
Ё䷇ῖ㗠ࡾˈ䰸⾕Ҏᬭᅌˈ⧒Ầᮐ㙛乼Ё
ῖ೬ঞ⠒ᴀㅣ೬Ǆ

Chan has been an active member in Chinese music
performances, teaching and conducting for years in Hong Kong.
He was appointed as Hong Kong Jing Ying (the best of the best)
and Hong Kong Young Music Talent. He also founded, led and
conducted many Chinese music groups including Hong Kong
Juvenile and Youth Chinese Classical Orchestra, Hong Kong
Chinse Music Ensemble, YMCA Korhill Children Choir, Tai
Po Children Choir, North District Chinese Orchestra, Pui Sing
Chinese Orchestra, New Tune Chinese Orchestra and a number
of Chinese Orchestras in various Primary and Secondary
Schools. He was a member of the Chinese music instructor’s
WHDPDWWKH0XVLF2I¿FHRIWKH5HFUHDWLRQDQG&XOWXUDO
Department.
Chan’s performances are not only in Hong Kong but also
world-wide including cities in China, Taiwan, United Kingdom,
United States, France, Australia, Austria and Japan; participated
in various important and grand International Music Festivals
and Exhibitions.
Chan devotes himself to teaching in Hong Kong. Many of his
students have becoming professional musicians, music teachers
and performers in the past years. His name had been chosen
to be included in the “Hong Kong Famous Biography”. His
achievements are outstanding.
Although Chan is now living in Melbourne, he is still persistent
to work hard in promoting Chinese music in Australia. Apart
from private teaching, Chan is now the conductor of the
Melbourne Chao Feng Chinese Orchestra and the Melbourne
Guzheng Ensemble.
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Conductor ܠ

June Lai Yee Chan
Conductor
of the Chao Feng Chinese Orchestra

Ms Chan is the conductor of the Melbourne Chao Feng Chinese
Orchestra and the former conductor of several community
organizations and schools in Victoria. Under her baton, the
orchestras and choirs have held many successful concerts and
workshops in Australia and oversea. Apart from that, she was also

ᗭც

invited as a guest conductor in several Asian countries.

ፌଅխᑗቸਐཀ
Ms Chan is a senior member of the Institute of Music Teachers
⠒ᴀ㨫ৡ䷇ῖᆊˈ䱇⇣䘢ᕔ᳒᪨ӏןᴀഄ
䷇ῖ೬储ⱘᣛᧂǄ

ᑈࡴⲳ㙛乼Ёῖ೬ˈ㞾ᑈ៤ࡳഄ㟛㙛
乼Ёῖ೬ⓨߎןᴀഄঞ⍋䷇ῖ᳗ˈབ▇⌆Āಯ
⍋᳗ⶹ䷇āǃĀ㎷᳗ᆂଚ⫬䓝ᚙāǃ佭␃Āϔ䍋
䍄䘢ⱘ᮹ᄤāˈᮄࡴവĀⶹ䷇ःāㄝㄝǄ䘢ᕔ
कᑈ㟛㙛乼ϔ䍋䉴Ϟᇛ⠒ᴀⱘᴀЁῖ᭛࣪ᐊߎ
⍋㟛݊Ҫ㮱㸧Ꮉ㗙Ѹ⌕ˈⷨ㖦ߚѿǄ

䱇呫䷇⌆▇⚎⧒۔ῖᬭ㙃᳗⏅䊛᳗વˈ㎁ⳕ
䷇ῖᬭन᳗⁶ᅮᬭˈϺ▇⌆㣅䷇ῖ㗗䀺
ሔ⥆ᕫ䀏ݞǄ

and a fully accredited member of Victorian Music Teachers’
Association. She is also registered with Australian Music
Examination Board and other international music associations
to admit candidates for local and international examinations.
Apart from these professional organizations, June has also been
appointed as the secretary of Australian Chopin Society and
adviser of other ethnic community music activities. Apart from
being an educator and soloists, June is an experienced music
adjudicator and has been involved in many music competitions
in Australia. In the past years, she has presented papers at music
conferences in Australia and overseas universities.

Being a soloist, June received her training in pianoforte from
WKH¿QHVWDUWLVWVLQ$XVWUDOLDZKRDUHVSHFLDOL]HGLQWKHWUDGLWLRQV
of Beethoven and Chopin. In 1998, Ms Chan was awarded a
scholarship for her research in piano nocturnes in the nineteenth
century. In 2001, June received an award from the Premier
of Victoria and the Minster of Community Services for her
contribution to the Melbourne community.
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Conductor ܠ

Yuk Cheng
Conductor of Hong Kong YWCA Chinese Orchestra

ሰο
ଉཽՖॹڣᄎਐཀ
ᔤॣ࣍ڳխழཚᇿᙟຫԫؓ٣سᖂխഏێยΖ
ԫնڣᝮፖψॹڣዝ୮ωߓ٨Δᜰᙄ
ଈڻଡԳยዝᄎΖەڣٵԵଉཽዝᢌᖂೃΔ
ଥᦰଃᑗ֮ᖇᓰ࿓ଥխഏێยΔஃൕ്ٻဎΔ
ٍ٣৵്ࠩፂߜΕᇯࣔةΕ࿇Ε࣪ڕޙΕ
མة堚ΕᚮࠅΕޕΕ୪ݳةยዝ୮ऱਐ
ᖄΖڇᖂཚၴޓᛧଉཽႪ᠆Ꭼ۩ΕؑਙݝΕᐰ
ڮᢅࢮΕ್ᄎΕګᚊᑻᖂ८ΖԲҫҫԫڣᔤ
ּ࣍ଉཽዝᢌᖂೃଥฅທ֮ᖇᓰ࿓Ζ
ԫڣᚨᝮ൷࠹ଉཽሽรආ֗ᙕ፹
πଃᑗᆄ֧ڶԺρॹڣଃᑗ୮ߓ٨ᆏؾΖԲҫҫ
Բڣፖխ؇ଃᑗᖂೃॹڣխᑗቸ܂ٽዝנጥᑗ࠰
ڴπ壀ڴρΖԲҫҫնڇڣଉཽՕᄎഘפګᜰ
ᙄπࡉᏓρߓ٨ଃᑗᄎΖ
ᔤּམխഏփچΕΕܓچΕഏΕભ
ഏΕဗ৳ᛍ֗ᖾچዝࠀנᖜٚยᗑΖԲ
ҫҫն۟ԲҫҫԮᖜٚଉཽष֮֏Օࠌ߲ಱዝ
נԮԼ塒Ζ
ᔤּٚඒ࣍ଉཽዝᢌᖂೃॣ్ଃᑗᓰ࿓ยᖄ
ஃ֗խᑗ՛ิਐཀΕଃᑗࠃ೭ยᖄஃΕՖॹ
խᑗቸൄٚਐཀΕխഏاගጥᑗᖂᄎێยറᄐ
ࡡᄎټᥩࠃ֗ଉཽფᑗاᑗቸቸΖ

Yuk Cheng began learning the Dizi with Yat Ping Chan when he
ZDVLQMXQLRUVHFRQGDU\VFKRRO,QKHJDYHKLV¿UVWVROR
Dizi recital as part of the “Young Recitalists” series presented
by the former Regional Council. He was admitted to The Hong
Kong Academy for Performing Arts, majoring in the Dizi in the
same year. He came under the tutelage of Heung-wah Cheung
and also received instruction from various renowned Dizi artists,
namely Weiliang Zhang, Yongming Zhan, Xunfa Yu, Rusong Du,
Yongqing Zeng, Ya Dai, Zhen Li and Yongzhi Sun. As a student
of the Academy for Performing Arts, he was nominated to be
the recipient of several scholarships sponsored by prestigious
corporations and institutions such as The Hongkong and
Shanghai Banking Corporation, the former Regional Council,
Motorola, The Hong Kong Jockey Club and the Jacky Chan
Charitable Foundation. He was awarded the Advanced Diploma
in Performing Arts (Music) in 2001.
&KHQJZDVLQYLWHGWRPDNHKLV¿UVWJXHVWDSSHDUDQFHLQD
programme featuring young musicians on RTHK Radio 4 in
1999. In 2002, he performed with the Youth Chinese Orchestra
of the Central Conservatory of Music the Chinese wind concerto,
Divine Music. It was followed by a successful concert series at
the Hong Kong City Hall in 2005.
Cheng has toured extensively and given solo performances of
Dizi in different countries and places, including the Mainland,
Taiwan, Austria, the United Kingdom, the United States, the
Philippines and Australia. He was appointed the Community
Cultural Ambassador by the Leisure and Cultural Services
Department of Hong Kong Government in 2005 to 2007 to
promote Chinese Music.
He is currently the conductor and Dizi instructor of Junior Music
Programme of the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts,
Dizi LQVWUXFWRURIWKH0XVLF2I¿FHUHVLGHQWFRQGXFWRURIWKH
Hong Kong YWCA Chinese Orchestra, an honorary committee
member of the Bamboo Flute Professional Committee under
the Chinese Nationalities Orchestra Society and member of the
Hong Kong Music Lover Chinese Orchestra.
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Soloist ዡۙ
ሰࣻ}Ⱦ߆~
ᔤ௯ൕ՛༉ףԵխഏထࠝټ࿙ᢌቸϘতࠇ՛દक़ϙԲ
ᗑ֗ᑗቸଈஂʳΖ۞ڼᙟቸሙխഏՕۂতקΖࠡ৵
אᚌฆګᜎەၞতࠇᢌᖂೃଥԲറᄐΖʳᔤ࣍ܩԫ
նڣฝࡺᕠዿףࠀءԱᖾխഏଃᑗ୮՛ิΖԲሿሿ
ڣԮִΔᔤڇܩፌଅխᑗቸ֗ଉཽॹ֟ڣഏᑗቸᜤٽዝנ
հϘลዚ٢ဎڣϙխഏଃᑗዝᄎխᖜٚਐཀΖ

Hao Zheng (Erhu)
As a small child, Zheng joined the “Little Red Flower Arts Ensemble”
in Nanjing, one of the China’s most famous children’s ensemble.
Since then, he travelled throughout China extensively as a soloist and
the principal Erhu of the ensemble. He then undertook professional
training at Nanjing Arts Academy before migrating to Australia in
1995 and joining the Australian Chinese Music Esemble. In July 2004,
he conducted the Chao Feng Chinese Orchestra and the Hong Kong
Juvenile & Youth Chinese Classical Orchestra in the concert “When
Music Blossoms”

ඣݱʀ}Ⱦ߆~
࣍سנᖾᕠዿءΔᄣףԵፌଅխᑗቸᚰᑗิΔԼԲᄣᇿᙟထټԲ
ዝ୮ާࢊ٣سᖂԲΔམᙟቸڻڍ௧؆܂խᑗዝנΔՈམ
ፖᕠዿءဎԳषቸ೯܂ԲᗑዝנΔམڇषቸ֮ᢌֺխร
ԫټΖխᖂཚၴΔீڇڻڍᎾଃᑗֺխᛧറᄐԳՓړေΖ༉ᦰՊ
ᕠዿءՕᖂΔൄڇՕᖂᜰᙄऱ֮ୡ೯܂ֆၲԲ।ዝΔᄕ࠹ᨬᓾΖ
႓ܩፌଅխᑗቸ೫ቸ९ΰփ೭αࡉྶଈஂΖ

Thomas Wong (Erhu)
Thomas Wong became a member of the Chao Feng Chinese
Orchestra in 1996 at the age of ten years old. His early
participation in the orchestra introduced him to the different
aspects of Chinese music and developed his interest in the erhu.
In 1998, he began studying erhu under renowned erhu master Mr.
Pan Geng Shen. Since then he has participated in numerous solo
and group performances with the Chao Feng Chinese orchestra
both locally and abroad. Thomas’s aim is to increase exposure
and awareness of Chinese music in Australia, particularly for the
younger generations, and has volunteered many performances for
high schools, universities and the community. He also actively
pursues this endeavor through his roles as the current principal
erhuist and vice president of the Chao Feng Chinese Orchestra.
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Soloist ዡۙ
}ཻ܄ೀು~
৸ቯ۞ؔᖂྴྵΔஃൕᏥྤដΡൈᙘΖԫԶڣᛧ࠷ڍႈᑻᖂ८ଉཽዝᢌᖂೃଥ
ᦰଃᑗ֮ᖇᓰ࿓ΔԲҫҫԫڣଥฅທ֮ᖇ৵ᛧᙇܑᝮᓮسΔࠀᛧ࠷٤ᠰᑻᖂ८Δஃൕ
׆ᙩΖۖீڇཚၴ٣৵ࠩࣥৄفΕޕ٠ဎΕᏥᐚ௧Εޕ٠లՕஃਐᖄΖ
ԫڣᚨᝮ൷࠹ଉཽሽรආ֗ᙕ፹πଃᑗᆄ֧ڶԺρॹڣଃᑗ୮ߓ٨ᆏؾΖԲ
ҫҫԫڣףᖾભຏࣦխഏྴྵՕΔᛧެറᄐิᚌߐᑻΔؾڴπԫਐρΔ࠹ψ
റ୮ေࡡωհړေΔࠀ൷࠹Ղ௧ԳاᐖᐾሽආΖԲҫҫԲڣഏΕ๛ᥞΕֺܓழ֗
ᖾڇᅝچᜰᙄऱଉཽᢌᆏᖜٚᗑΖԲҫҫնڇڣଉཽՕᄎഘפګᜰᙄπࡉᏓρߓ٨
ଃᑗᄎΔᛧཽءထڴ܂ټ୮ᢅةᄇᨬࠡዝψԼ։壄ωΔലࠡ܂πᑣᕠטԳρ।
ᨋΖԲҫҫն۟ԲҫҫԮᖜٚଉཽष֮֏Օࠌ߲ಱዝנԮԼ塒ΖԲҫҫԮڇڣഏ୮
ԫ్ਐཀଆႆᏆՀΔፖଉཽՖॹխᑗቸ܂ٽዝ࠰ྵྴנڴπظ࠵׆ρᛧړေΖ
ּྤᄕΕଉཽՖॹխᑗቸ֗ଉཽფᑗاᑗቸቸΖ

Sijia Gao (Pipa)
Sijia Gao started learning the Pipa under Wuxia Liu and Jintian Kang when she was young. She was admitted to the Diploma
Programme (Music) of The Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts in 1998 with several scholarships, where she majored Pipa
under Ching Wong. She has also received trainings from various renowned Pipa artists such as Shicheng Lin, Guanghua Li, Dehai
Liu and Guangzu Li. In 2001, upon completing the Advanced Diploma Programme (Music), she was elected as a Special Invited
Student and received full amount of scholarship.
Gao appeared on a programme featuring young musicians on RTHK Radio 4 in 1999. In 2001, she participated in the Aomeitong
Cup Pipa Competition in Chinese with Yi-Zhi-ChanDQGUHFHLYHGDQ2XWVWDQGLQJ$ZDUG 3URIHVVLRQDO6HFWLRQ DWWKH¿QDOURXQG
She appeared in the Hong Kong festivals of the U.K., Holland, Belgium and Australia in 2002. In 2005 she gave a successful
concert at the Hong Kong City Hall, and was highly commended by the famous Hong Kong composer, Wing-fai Law, who
described her performance of Ink SpiritDV³PDJQL¿FHQW´. She was appointed the Community Cultural Ambassador by the Leisure
and Cultural Services Department of Hong Kong Government in 2005 to 2007 to promote Chinese Music. In 2007, she performed
the Pipa concerto, The Knight taking off the armor, with the Hong Kong YWCA Chinese Orchestra, conducted by the well-known
conductor, Feiyun Xia. Gao is currently a member of the Wuji Plucked String Ensemble, the Hong Kong YWCA Chinese Orchestra
and the Hong Kong Music Lover Chinese Orchestra.

ᘥጽਫ}~
㯛䃒Ёᅌᰖগࡴܻ᷵ῖ఼㿧㏈⧁ˈ䱼䜁ᖋᚴᅌ㖦Ѡकಯঞϝक݁ㇻ
ロˈᮐ佭␃ᅌ᷵䷇ῖ㆔Ёܜᕠ⥆ᕫロ催㋮㌘ᄷ䒡ঞ⏅䗴㌘ᄷ䒡ˈϺᮐѠ
˫˫Ѩᑈҹ⭄۾៤㐒㗗⥆Ϟ⍋䷇ῖᅌ䰶क㋮᭛ᝥǄ㯛⇣ׂ᳒䅔佭␃ⓨ㮱
ᅌ䰶ⱘ߱㋮䷇ῖ䂆ˈҹঞগ㟛݊Ёῖᇣ㌘Ǆ
㯛⇣᳒⚎␃ዊ䴦ᑈЁῖ೬ロ佪ᐁঞᅣܝῖ೬೬વˈ⧒⚎㣅ⱛ䰶Ёῖ
೬ঞ佭␃ཇ䴦Ёῖ೬೬વǄ

Lok Pui So (Sheng)
Lok Pui So joined the Chinese instrumental training programme when he
was in secondary school. He learned the 24-reed Sheng and the 36-reed
Sheng under Tak Wai Cheng. He won the Second Runner-up in the Senior
section and the Advanced section respectively in the Sheng competition of the
Hong Kong Schools Music Festival. In 2005, he received Grade 10 (Sheng)
from Shanghai Conservatory of Music. He has completed the Junior Music
Programme at the Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts and joined its
Chinese ensemble.
He was the Sheng principal of the Island Youth Chinese Orchestra and a
member of the Wang Kwong Chinese Orchestra. So is currently a member
of King’s College Chinese Orchestra and the Hong Kong YWCA Chinese
Orchestra.
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Soloist ዡۙ
ஷۿѶ࿏Ꮐზۙ
䱇ᕟᓋᮐЁᅌᰖᳳ䭟ྟ㿌Ё䷇ῖˈᮐѠ˫˫Ѡᑈ䱼䱌ع᭠ঞ㕙㸠㡃ᅌ㖦㽓⋟ঞ
ЁᭆῖˈϺࡴܹᅌ᷵Ёῖ೬ˈ䱼೬গ㟛串ൟЁῖ೬⌏ࢩঞ↨䋑ǄѠ˫˫ಯᑈ
㹿佭␃ජᏖᅌЁῖ೬䙔䂟ᥦ哧䷬༣ⓨߎǄ
Ѡ˫˫ϝᑈˈ䱇⇣㟛݊们ϝҎ㌘៤㌘ড়ǋ佭␃㻑䗴ǌˈᮐϔሚঞѠሚ佭␃哧ῖ
㆔༾ᕫǋ᳔Շࡉᛣ⤢ǌǃǋ᳔Շⓨ㑍⤢ǌǃǋ᳔Շ䱞ൟ⤢ǌǃ催㋮㌘ঞ݀䭟㌘ݴ
䒡Ǆ݊ᕠজᮐѠ˫˫݁ᑈ㌘៤݁Ҏ㌘ড়ǋ佭␃ݡ䗴ǌˈᮐಯሚ佭␃哧ῖ㆔༾ᕫǋ
᳔Շⓨ㑍⤢ǌǃǋ᳔Շ䱞ൟ⤢ǌঞ݀䭟㌘ݴ䒡Ǆ
䱇⇣Ѻᮐ䖥ᑈগ㟛⬅ᒋῖঞ᭛࣪џࢭ㕆ǃ佭␃Ёῖ೬ǃ⍋⋟݀೦ㄝן೬储㟝䕼П
ᭆῖⓨߎǄѠ˫˫ϗᑈᳳ䭧⚎佭␃ᮄ㢅䒞Ꮅ䘞ঞ佭␃ಲ⅌क䘅ᑈ⌏ࢩЁЁ
哧ⓨ༣Ǆ䱇⇣⧒⚎佭␃ཇ䴦Ёῖ೬ǃ佭␃㻑䗴ঞ佭␃ݡ䗴៤વ៤વǄ

Lut Ting Chan (Percussion Lead Player)
Lut Ting Chan has been learning Western and Chinese percussion with Kin Bun Luk and Hang Leung Law since 2002. He
has joined the school Chinese orchestra and participated in various performance and competitions. In 2004, he was invited
by the Chinese Orchestra of City University of Hong Kong to be their guest Paigu soloist.
In 2003, Chan formed a quartet called Made in Hong Kong, which won The Most Creative Award, The Best Interpretation
$ZDUG7KH%HVW*URXS)RUPDWLRQ$ZDUGWKH¿UVWSUL]HRILQERWKWKH6HQLRUVHFWLRQDQGWKH2SHQVHFWLRQRIWKHst and 2nd
Hong Kong Drum Festival. Later, he formed a sextet called Hong Kong Renewal which won The Best Interpretation Award,
The Best Group Formation Award, the First prize of the Senior section of the 4th Hong Kong Drum Festival.
Chan participated in various percussion performances held by different organizations, such as the Leisure and Cultural
Services Department of Hong Kong, Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra and the Ocean Park, in recent years. In 2007, he was
FRPPLVVLRQHGDVWKH&KLQHVHSHUFXVVLRQSHUIRUPHULQWKH&DWKD\3DFL¿F,QWHUQDWLRQDO&KLQHVH1HZ<HDU1LJKW3DUDGHDQG
Hong Kong 10th Anniversary Celebration Events. Chan is currently a member of the Hong Kong YWCA Chinese Orchestra,
Made in Hong Kong and Hong Kong Renewal.

ҡ٬}ઔའ~`ʳ
ޕॠࣲطԲҫҫҫڣದᙟຬ֗ᢅ۩ߜᖂᚰΔٍམࠩխ؇ଃᑗᖂೃᇿᙟ႓৬
ဎᖂᚰΖխᖂழཚፖீփ؆ٺႈխᑗ೯Δࠡၴམٚீփխᑗቸ೫ቸ९Ζ
ڇรԫΕԲࡻଉཽቔᑗᆏխΔּޕፖࠡ塒ԿԳิګԳิٽψଉཽ፹ທω֗ڇร
ࡻଉཽቔᑗᆏխΔ٦ิګքԳิٽψଉཽ٦ທωΔ٥ኆ్ิ֗ֆၲิগ૨Ε່
ࠋၷݮᑻΕ່ࠋ໌რᑻࡉ່ࠋዝᢂᑻΖ
ּޕᆖൄࠩଉཽٺዝ֗נංᐖٺᣊᚰ೯ΔڕഏᎾ٥ᘜᢌᆏΕഏᄅਞഏᎾ
Ⴊዝक़߲߫ሏΕଉཽូڃԼၜڣ೯ΖּޕٚଉཽՖॹխᑗቸᚰᜢຝ९Δٍ
ᚰᙰΕଉؚཽᚰᑗቸΕଉཽ፹ທ֗ଉཽ٦ທګհԫΖ

Tsz Yan Lee (Paigu)
Tsz Yan Lee has been learning Western percussion with Kin Bun Luk and Chinese percussion with Hang Leung Law. She
has also learnt percussion under Jianhua Huang in Central Conservatory of Music. Lee participated in various Chinese
music activities when she was in secondary school. She was the Vice Chairperson of the school Chinese Orchestra.
Lee formed a quartet called Made in Hong Kong at the 1st and 2nd Hong Kong Drum Festival, and later formed a sextet
called Hong Kong Renewal at the 4th Hong Kong Drum Festival. In the series of competitions, the ensemble won the First
Prize of both the Senior and the Open section, The Most Creative Award, The Best Group Formation Award and The Best
Interpretation Award.
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Lee is an active performer in Hong Kong and takes part in various percussion performances, such as International Festival
RI,QFOXVLYH$UWV&DWKD\3DFL¿F,QWHUQDWLRQDO&KLQHVH1HZ<HDU1LJKW3DUDGH+RQJ.RQJth Anniversary Celebration
Events. Lee is currently the percussion section leader of the Hong Kong YWCA Chinese Orchestra and the member of
Four Gig Heads, Hong Kong Percussion Orchestra, Made in Hong Kong and Hong Kong Renewal.
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Chao Feng Chinese Orchestra
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Gaohu:
Erhu:

Zhonghu:

Cello:
Double Bass:

Dizi:

Xiao:
Sheng:
Suona:
Yangqin:
Liuqin:
Pipa:
Zhongruan:

Daruan:
Percussion:

Master of Ceremony :

Yat Ping Chan
June Chan
Wen Lo
Hao Zheng
Hao Zheng
Thomas Wong
Victor Yang
Bernard Feng
Stephen Wu
Leonard Cheung
Eric Choi
Jacky Lee
Selina Fung
William Suen
Patrick Lee
Adele Xiang
Zi Jeat Lim
Angela Glover
Jo To
Lawrence Chow
Steven Kwong
Vivian Chen
Liang Chen Xia
Nicole Yeung
Chun Wei Ngoh
William Suen
Pete Bannister
Cassie Chai
Donna Chung
Belinda Wong
Toni Zhu
Crystal Goh
Susan Wen
Mei Foon Lam
Yat Ping Chan
Doreen Pun
Crystal Goh
Hen Yick Lau
Gary Chan
Jan Wong
Andy Chan
Dawn Yip
Frances Yeung
Vincent Lam
Michele Lam

Organizing Committee
of Chao Feng
Chinese Orchestra
ᤂࡡᄎˍஂʳʳCHAIRMAN:

ױᚫʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ

Mei Foon Lam

ᤂࡡᄎګˍʳʳʳ MEMBER:

ㅿᇜ౮ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ Steven Kwoon
ඡɫᓻʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ

Selina Fung

໊ᄭށʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ

Dawn Yip

Ȼ̣ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ

Yat Ping Chan

ᗭცʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ

June Chan

ඣݱʀʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ

Thomas Wong

ඣᗒქଵʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ Belinda Wong
ჵሓჩʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ

Hen Yick Lau

ၘࠑɹᅣ྄৹խࡕ

Chao Feng Chinese Orchestra
Executive Committee

྄``ٻg
৷ ྄ ٻg

ౌܜg

ଋk
র৹g
ॉࣈg
ᖨ``৹g
``ᅣg
ʒᗎg
څίୀୀٻg
ᚍk


President
Vice-President (Internal Affairs)
Vice-President (External Affairs)
Conductor

ਖ਼ͬ
ඟݭɼ}ʏ৹~
ᇘ౪}̒৹~
ஷȷ̟
ஷᗩღ
ඡɫᓻ
ඟᗎს
ჵሓჩ
ױᚫ
ωੀᘁ
ศ
ڧϣ
ঢ়֏ׯ
ศ᛫

General Manager
Treasurer
Secretary
Librarian and costume
Recreation
Publicity ofﬁcer
Youth group leader
Advisor

Gregory Chang
Thomas Wong
Steven Kwong
Yat Ping Chan
June Chan
Selina Fung
Belinda Wong
Hen Yick Lau
Mei Foon Lam
Toni Zhu
Victor Yang
Vivian Chen
Dong Yan Ma
Ying Yang
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Hong Kong YWCA Chinese Orchestra
ࠕಉɢڅɹᅣ྄
ܠ

ሴσ

Conductor:

Dennis Yuk Cheng

ɂߊ

౨൜ವ

Erhu:

Chiu Yin Tsang



ᖯʾጛ

Man Hing Tam



ҥࡾᑠ

Ka Kim Lee



፵

Chi Hong Fok



͂ཿඌ

Ka Lung Kam



Іڧሥ

Kwun Fai Ho

ɽߊ

ይ࿚



்ཿವ

ɥౌೆ

ሴՁᗬ

Cello:

Cheuk Ki Cheng

ଲɧ

ჵ၍ʾ

Dizi:

Yee Man Lau



ࡀЈࣿ

ଵ

ம܈ў



ۿښ

Chun Yin Lam



ᘥጽਫ

Lok Pui So

┅с

ჵኻથ

Suona:

Shu Mun Lau

ౖೆ

ҥᘜӬ

Yangqin:

Yiu Leung, Raymond Lee

ೆ

˖৬

Liuqing:

Kin Yan Maria Wong

ೄ

ۼ৫

Pipa:

Kin Wai Cheung

ᖫʺʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ Man Hing Tam



ჵਰރ

Yuen Ling Lau

႟ᖱࡥʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ Chan Ha Chiu



ҩ෴ག

Oi Tin To

ඟਬफʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ Yuen Chun Wong



Іീವ

Wing Yin Ho

ɽԌ

য়܈ཿ

Zhonghu:

Sung Wing Lo
Ka Yin Dick Mak

࠙ɦډɽᅧྈᘒձพΌ௲
Organizing Committee
of Hong Kong YWCA
Chinese Orchestra
ᤂࡡᄎˍஂʳʳCHAIRMAN:

ჱ၉ʺʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ Yee Man Lau

Cho Ho Ling
Sheng:

Zhongruan:

ೀ

Zee Miu Anne Kwok

ᤂࡡᄎګˍʳʳʳMEMBER:

ሰοʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ Dennis Yuk Cheng
ҡᘘӨʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ Raymond Yiu Leung Lee

ҥ༾ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ Oi Tin To

Sijia Gao
Hoi Ki Liberty Lam

࠼Єࣻʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ Cho Ho Ling

ɥԌ

жࢱ

Daruan:

Chun Chiu Ng

ப܄њʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ Anne Zee Miu Kwok

̂ြ

ඣਰय

Guzheng:

Yuen Chun Wong

˒২ʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ Maria Kin Yan Wong

࿏Ꮐ

ҥٰ

Percussion:

Tsz Yan Lee



܃Ѻ

Lut Ting Chan



Ⴃᖵࡩ

Chan Ha Chiu



ჵᄭߩ

Wai Hung Lau



ښѶ

Chun Hei Lam

ஷۿѶʳʳʳʳʳʳ Lut Ting Chan
ҡࡺᑜʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ Ka Him Lee
ʳ

࠙ɦډɽᅧྈγᓽ࡙พ
Hong Kong YWCA Chinese Orchestra Executive Committee of 2007
ྈٿk
ይ࿚
ᅧ৽k
๓֟
ܩk
ᘥዋ̷
ᖬ৽k
ඡইইfҥࡾᑠ
ᅧኄဵଋk ᖯʾጛ
ʓ৽k
ҩ෴ག
۩ඪၦଫ৽k፵
༇ফޭҎk ҃ϒ
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Chairman:
Music Affairs:
Treasurer:
Librarian:
Instrument Management:
Internal Affairs:
Publicity and Ticketing:
Information Technology:

Sung Wing Lo
Chiu Yin Chan
Chak Man So
Lai Lai Fung, Ka Him Lee
Man Hing Tam
Oi Tin To
Chi Hong Fok
Chi Kong Chan

Programme

ࠓᅧพຟ͎ٴ

Ensemble (Combined Orchestra)

ۙ˄㙃ড়ῖ䱞˅

ქඊ٨ཤ

ᅝᖑ⇥℠⥟⫿ᓎ㎼᳆

ᣛᧂ䜁ᯁ

Anhui Folk Song Arranged by Fujian Wang
Conductor : Dennis Cheng
Ensemble (Combined Orchestra)

ۙ˄㙃ড়ῖ䱞˅

နબၨτ

The Flower Drum Song of Fengyang

䨉ቅǃ㣙≙᳆ᕁׂ᭛㎼᳆

ᣛᧂ䱇呫۔

Dance of the Yao Tribe
Composed by Yuan Mao & Tieshan Liu Arranged by Xiuwen Peng
Conductor : June Chan
Erhu Solo (Chao Feng Chinese Orchestra)

ɂߊዡۙ˄㙛乼Ёῖ೬˅

௦॒ۧᇄ˜ᕂ፯ෳ

ਇᳱࢱ㎼᳆

Capriccio on the theme of
The Saga of Tears and Laughter

⤼༣咗⚎П
ᣛᧂ䱇ϔᑇ

Arranged by Chiu Shing Ng
Erhu Solo : Thomas Wong
Conductor : Yat Ping Chan

ೄዡۙ˄佭␃ཇ䴦Ёῖ೬˅

Pipa Solo (Hong Kong YWCA Chinese Orchestra)

ūࠏࡦͧ

Ambush on All Sides

স᳆ᖋ⍋㎼⨉⨊䄰

⤼༣催ᗱ

Ensemble

ۙ˄佭␃ཇ䴦Ёῖ೬˅

়ҊȻʽػဗ٨ ᮄ⭚⇥℠咗Ო亯㎼᳆
ཾᅤ
⥟ゟᑇ᳆
ɥٿʎୄτ
咗ᅌ㎼᳆
ᣛᧂ䜁ᯁ

Xinjiang Folk Song

Arranged by Xiaofei Huang

The Red Chamber Lament
Composed by Liping Wang

Dae Janggeum Suite

INTERMISSION
Percussion Ensemble

࿏Ꮐɫୄ˄佭␃ཇ䴦Ёῖ೬˅

Ϥٱዳ˓

ᅝᖫ䷚᳆

ᭆ䱇ᕟᓋ˄䷬༣˅
䍭䋞䳡ᱎᒋˈᵫ֞Ꮰˈ㱍ᴢ㢋

ᄢࠏᅣ˄㙛乼Ёῖ೬ࡉ೬೬વ˅
ਖ᭛៤᳆᭛䞥㎼᳆
ԩ᷇ූ᳆

催㚵䷬༣㕙᭛

Composed by Zhishun An
Percussion : Lut Ting Chan (Leader),
Chan Ha Chiu, Chi Hong Fok, Chun Hei Lam ,
Wai Hung Lau, Tsz Yan Lee
Cantonese Music (Chao Feng Chinese Orchestra Founder Members)

Autumn Moon on a Placid Lake
Composed by Wencheng Lu

Rain Drops Falling on the Banana Leaves
Sheng Solo

㚵⊝ǃ⥟᳗㕽᳆

(Hong Kong YWCA Chinese Orchestra)

The Menacing Tiger

Traditional Music

ଵዡۙ˄佭␃ཇ䴦Ёῖ೬˅

٨༩Ζං

(Hong Kong YWCA Chinese Orchestra)

Send me a Rose

Arranged by Hok Yeung Wong
Conductor : Dennis Cheng

Ёӥᙃ

̣ಛޯ˄
̪ڈ٤ጤ

Ancient Melody Arranged by Dehai Liu
Pipa Solo : Sijia Gao

Leader : Wen Lo

(Hong Kong YWCA Chinese Orchestra)

Red Flowers Blooming

⤼༣㯛䃒

Composed by Tianquan Hu & Huiyi Wang
Sheng Solo : Lok Pui So

ۙ˄㙛乼Ёῖ೬˅

Ensemble (Chao Feng Chinese Orchestra)

ᣴ

ਇᳱࢱ㎼᳆

Meditation

ᣛᧂ䱇呫۔

Composed by Chiu Shing Ng
Conductor : June Chan

ɂߊዡۙ˄㙃ড়ῖ䱞˅

Erhu Solo (Combined Orchestra)

ตਸ਼С

ᔉᲝዄǃᴅᲝ䈋᳆

The Parting Song of the Newly-Weds

⤼༣䜁⌽
ᣛᧂ䱇ϔᑇ

Composed by Xiaofeng Zhang & Xiaogu Zhu
Erhu Solo : Hao Zheng
Conductor : Yat Ping Chan

ۙ˄㙃ড়ῖ䱞˅

Ensemble (Combined Orchestra)

ᙄᙼٱ
ᭆ䷬༣ᴢ㢋
ᣛᧂ䜁ᯁ

ᴢ⇥䲘᳆

Flying Dragons and Leaping Tigers
Composed by Minxiong Li
Leading Percussion : Tsz Yan Lee
Conductor : Dennis Cheng
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ኮԋϖಆ
სආ٤འ

ڜᚧاዚ
߉׆৬ᒳڴ
ᑗڴਢԫଈᜮजԳՑऱاዚ՛Δឈྥዚဲֺለ߬ᎨΔ֘ਠԱԳଚመسװऱેउΔ܀ଃᑗऱڴᓳথ
Լ։ᚌભొᖦΔۖڶࠠᑷൣऱփොΖᒳृၲ࿇Աڴխᑷൣ࡞࣋ऱᔆΔࠀࠢٽীऱڜᚧֱچᨷቔ
ᑗπक़ቔᗉρΔٵழආشԱጥᑗᕴऱঞࡉխഏႚอଃᑗխऱฝ୰᠏ᓳ֫ऄࠐᒳڴΔࠌଃᑗਝڶធ
ࣔऱխഏଃᑗរΔԾڶזጥᑗऱዌۥΖ

The Flower Drum Song of Fengyang

Anhui Folk Song Arranged by Fujian Wang
The music is originally a folk song with its lyric depicting peasants’ hardship. This arranged orchestral version
elaborates the hidden enthusiastic mood of the original song. The music is scored with a standard orchestration
and colored with a special Anhui ethnic Fagudang drumming section. Besides, a traditional Chinese modulation
technique of composing is also applied. This orchestral piece presents a brilliant harmonic sound featuring
Chinese music elements.

တનၤπ

Ꮵᥳ՞Εૄީڴʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳʳ ༙ଥ֮ᒳڴ
ᑗسڴ೯چ༴ᢄԱጄගԳᦟاᐜᆏֲழऱዚፘ૿Ζ࡙ኟྫڕԫిۯฟ֟ՖᒿᒿದፘΔണୟڍৎΖࡤ
ଚףԵፘᝢ۩٨ΔൣፃດዬይΖડྥΔנᖕᠲዝ᧢ऱษ៉ᑷ௺ऱඝ৳Δ৾ۿԫᆢ՛ኃൣ
լ۞ᆃچᠣԵࡤଚऱፘ٨ᦟሂದࠐΔጐൣއچ࿇ԱᘋᕿऱტൣΖรԲشޏԿࣁΔඝ৳ழۖ༄ڶዚ
ഀࢤΔழۖഀנሂᥬऱᆏଃীΔ৾ۿԫഔ᧐ԳᢰዚᢰፘΔյ।ფᐠհൣΔᐦᐪထભړऱࠐآΖรԿ
٦ԱၲࡨऱᠲΔԳଚԾףԵፘ٨ΔᦟሂထΔඝ᠏ထΔዚഀထΔࣷ။ࠐ။ᑷ௺Δტൣ။ࠐ။࡞
࣋Ζᑗڇڴൎ௺ऱ٤ංٻᑪ৵ޔΖ

Dance of the Yao Tribe

Yuan Mao & Tieshan Liu Arranged by Xiuwen Peng
The music vividly depicts the sight of song and dance in the festive celebration of the Yao people, a minority
populating Yunnan and Guangxi of China. The night has fallen. Dressed up, the people gather in the moonlight
beating the long drums. The quiet mild theme on the strings sounds like a fair girl dancing gracefully. With
other girls joining in the dance on after another, the mood of the music gradually grows excited. Suddenly, a
forceful and enthusiastic melody derived from the theme is played, just as a group of lads, unable to restrain
their emotions, rush in to the crowd of dancing girls and begin to express their excitement with dance. In the
second part in triple time, the melody is sometimes cantabile and sometimes in bouncy rhythm, just like a young
couple in love expressing their affection to each other and looking forward to the happy future. The third part is
the recapitulation of the beginning. The people again join in the dance on after another, bouncing, spinning and
singing. The atmosphere is getting more and more ardent, while the people’s enthusiasm is becoming more and
more unrestrained. Finally the ardent tutti drives the music to its culminant ending.

ॎۣᇀ˘ᔾ፫෯ܦཛᒳڴ
ԮԼॣזڣΔټထπ໖ూৗᒴρჺՂଉཽሽီᘛ٠ኟΖڼሽီᏣऱᠲڴΔၲ໌Աଉཽଃᑗዚ܂໌ڴ
٣ࣾΔٍࡳԱᆕዚڇڴଉཽ࿇୶ऱഗ៕Ζءᑗڴᖕᇠᠲאףڴ࿇୶Ε᧢ۖګΔ٤ڴ։ኬࣨΕ
֗ࣨݶխࣨΖ

Capriccio on the theme of The Saga of Tears and Laughter Arranged by Chiu Shing Ng
In the early 70s, the famous novel “ The Saga of Tears and Laughter “ was transcribed as a TV series in Hong
Kong. Its theme song was the very ﬁrst of its kind in Hong Kong and laid the foundation for the development of
the Cantonese songs. The Capriccio is developed from the theme song and has three sections, namely the largo,
allegro and moderato.

ŧࠋࡢͣ

ڴײ
Ꮵᐚ௧ᒳྴྵᢜ
ຍਢԫଈྴྵՕڴΔᑗᢜॣߠ࣍ဎટဉᒳऱπྴྵᢜρΖπԼ૿ୖٗρ㵮ࠃࢤ᧯ڍዌΔٺڇႚᢜ
ءխ։լԫΔ܀༴ᐊփ୲Օ᧯ઌٵΔਢྴྵխԫଈזڶ।ࢤऱࣳڴΖᑗڴ༴ᐊ۫ցছᄑዧᖏञڇՀ
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ኮԋϖಆ
່৵ެᖏऱൣནΖዚቈԱᖏञऱृܓᏥ߶Ζ،ሎྵྴشᗑऱዝᄅ؏ݾΫᄀൿΔ।Տ૨ᆄ್ᓢ
ᔴະೄհႨΔᏅس೯ΖࠌᑗڴᑪޓડנΖ

Ambush on All Sides

Ancient Melody
Arranged by Dehai Liu
This composition is one of the best known compositions for Pipa, composed, it is thought, in the Ming
Dynasty. It is found in Pipa score edited by Qiupin Hua, in 1818, in Qing Dynasty. The work describes a battle
and its aftermath, stressing the power and importance of the victorious Bang Liu rather than the tragedy of the
defeated Yu Xiang.

স҆ȷطװဓ٤

ᄅᡲاዚ
႓ᖠଆᒳڴ
ფൣԫऴࠐאຟਢᄅᡲፂܠዿගاዚऱԫଡૹᠲΔπಬݺԫࣤफጇक़ρ༴ᐊԫࡤۯኙფԳొᐱ
ऱფൣΔඝ৳ᚌભΔ༄࣍ᖺऱፂܠዿගଅൣࡉஒΖڇ៣᧯ࡉᕴ֫ऄՂΔ໌ृ܂ທࢤچආشԱ൶
֩ᆏΔࠌᑗךڴየԱᖿൣࡉ೯ტΔޏᒳ৵ऱᑗڴམᐖऑዝΖ

Send Me a Rose Xinjiang Folk Song Arranged by Xiaofei Huang
Love has been one of the main subjects of Xinjiang folk songs of Uygur tribe. Send Me a Rose conveys the
true love of a girl towards her sweetheart. The melody is elegant and full of distinctive style of Uygur tribe.
The creative use of tango rhythm along with the original folk motif gives the music a passionate and dynamic
character. The rearranged version is widely performed.

ེᅠ

ڴؓم׆
ඝ৳ط՛ᓳڤऱൣᓳᐊګΔއൣ༄ዚഀࢤΔ༟ൣऱൣፃխထૹྤऱტᑜΖᜢຝ堚ཐچ༴ᢄΔൣ႞ۖ
լේኰΔൣᖺۖլ؈ႁΔנထխऱՏᆄტᤛΔհխటൣ֊֊Ζ

The Red Chamber Lament

Composed by Liping Wang
The lyrical and cantabile melody is written in minor mode. The sorrowful mood is mixed with helplessness and
loss. The instrumental parts delineate in clear, succinct terms a sadness that does not verge on pathos, emotions
untarnished by sentimentalism, and a complexity of feeling that made the original so outstanding. The muted
tones highlight the emotional depth all the more.

ɡٻʊୀπ

႓ᖂཆᒳڴ
ǉ䭋ҞǊᰃ䶧᭛࣪ᒷ᪁ 0%& 䳏㽪ৄߎકⱘ䭋㆛স㺱䗷㑠࡛ˈ⬅ᴢᰖԥǃӏϪ䊶᳆Ǆǉ䭋Ҟ㌘
᳆Ǌᰃ⬅݊Ёϝ佪䜡ῖ㌘៤ˈߚ߹ᰃǉ㪐啡Ǌǃǉ㫂ᆺǊЏ丠᳆ǉᏠᳯǊǄ᳆ᆊ⫼њ㆔༣冂ᯢ
ⱘ䶧ᭆҹঞϡৠⱘ䂓ᓣ䜡ㄨˈҸ䷇ῖܙⓓ⇥ᮣᓣᔽঞᮄ冂ⱘᬜᵰǄ

Dae Janggeum Suite

Arranged by Hok-yeung Wong
Dae Janggeum – Jewel in the Palace is a recent Korean TV series, with the music composed by Sze Yau Li and
Se Hyeon Im. Three pieces from the soundtrack are selected in this suite, they are Chang Ryong, Yun Bap and
the theme song The Hope. The music makes use of exotic Korean percussions as well as a mixture of different
modes.

Ϡ٭ዯˏ


ᅝᖫ䷚᳆
ῖ᳆ḍ䰱㽓␁࣫⇥䭧䩐哧ǉᠧῖ䲚Ǌ⚎㋴ᴤ㗠ࡉǄ哧ঞᡘ䩐ⱘ䓩ᥘ儮ⱘࠂ༣ˈᙄԐᑑ䴰ቅ
䈋Ё⾟㷆ૻૻǄさ✊ˈ䧗ⱘᔋ⒥ˈህڣ䰷䰷ދ乼՚ˈҸҎ↯偼᙮✊ˈህ䗭。⇷⇯ϟˈ㗕㰢ⱏจ
њǄ哧䲭कᣛ哧䴶Ϟᕲᔅࠄᔋ䓾⬾ᠷˈབৠ⣯㰢ℹℹ䘐䖥Ǆῖⱘܼ༣ᡞῖ᳆㟇催╂ˈ⫳
ࢩഄ㸼⧒ߎ㗕㰢᪆⟾ਗ਼ૂⱘ䲘࿓࿕乼Ǆ
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Synopsis
The Menacing Tiger

Composed by Zhishun An
The arrangement is based on the “percussion ensemble music” of the gong-and drum folk music genre of
Shanxi. The muted roll of the Dagu and Chaoluo is interwoven with the scraping of the Muyu to give a
picturesque scene of the quiet of a ravine. Then the Danao (cymbals) create a draft of eerie cold, the harbinger
of the tiger which has emerged and is stalking close. As the orchestra beings the music to a culminating
climax, the picture of a tiger preying and roaring is vividly enacted.

̟ಗޫˀ

ਖ᭛៤᳆᭛䞥㎼᳆
ѢѠकᑈҷˈজৡǉ䝝ᑇǊˈ⌕ڇᒷ⊯Ǆᅗҹ⏙ᮄᯢၮǃᙴ㧃㕢ⱘᮟᕟˈᦣ㐾њᵁᎲ㽓ࢱ᱃
ᑇ⾟᳜Ǆᑇ䴰ⱘ∈ˈ✻㨫Ɫ┨ⱘ⾟᳜ˈ᱃㟈䗋ҎǄῖ᳆༣ߎњ䀽㠀ⱘᛣ๗ˈᆘᠬҎץᕔ㕢
དˈ␈ᳯᑇⱘᜓᳯǄ

Autumn Moon on a Placid Lake Composed by Wencheng Lu Arranged by Wenjing Liu
As a popular piece, this is also known as “Enjoying days of prosperity”. The music was composed in the
20s. “Autumn Moon on a Placid Lake” is actually the title of a famous scenery of the renowned Xi Lake in
Hangzhou. Besides depicting the beautiful scenery, the music also bears the composer’s longing for days of
prosperity.

̦ڄ٠ጠ۶ഘڴ
ᑗڴ᧢۞ထاټၴᑗڴπԶՕࣨρΖ່࣍ߠڰπዚᦰؘρΔآಖृ܂Δຫᐚሰᒳπᐖࣟᑗڴऱዌ
ګρխಖሉΔԲԼطזڣ྾જޥ۶ഘࢬࠫΖམԫ৫࣐ټπᘔࣥॸρΖᑗڴ༴ᐊॣழᆏऱॸխ
ནᒯΖຏመྴྵΕԿΕཆྶᐘᐸᑗᕴΔᑓᚵॸរ॔ڇؚᘔᆺՂൣནΔழዿ՛ॸෙᡥΔ࢙Ծႜઇۖ
ՀΔݮွس೯Δங࣐ۘᚩΔ֧ԳԵΔᄕ༄তഏൣᔊΖڴڼམ೯ᅝழᑗᕽΔᑇԼࠐڣΔՕฒፊᑗ
ᦫΔੌႚᐖΖ

Rain Drops Falling on the Banana Leaves Composed by Liutang He
The piece was developed from a traditional tune called “Badaban” and ﬁrst appeared in “Xian-ge Bi-du”.
However, the composer’s name was not recorded. Later in a book called “The Structure of Guangdong
Music”, Duju Chen, the compiler, said that this piece was composed by Liutang He in the 20s. Recently this
piece also bears the title “It’s Happy to have Rain in the Banana Forest”. The tune depicts a lovely scenery
of summer rain in the southern provinces. Plucked instruments are used to delineate the raindrops. Whereas
strong tutti is used to portray heavy rain. The music is both vivid and easy to understand. When the piece
was ﬁrst issued, it did make a stir in the audience. For many years, the piece has been widely accepted by the
audience.

٤༥Βൾ

֚ੈΕ׆ᄎᆠڴ
ᑗڴᖕ՞۫ⱘഄᮍا֗ྨڴዚైګۖ܂໌ޗΔڴڼ।ԱՕڃچਞΔक़ଉየࣤᙰऱႾקଅ٠ࡉ՞
ၢԳا༭ݶ೯ऱ૿Ζ

Red Flowers Blooming Composed by Tianquan Hu & Huiyi Wang
The music is inspired by a set tune and a folk song of Shanxi, and describes a happy spring scene when
the world wakes up to the warmer weather, with ﬂowers blooming on the branches and the people happily
working on the ﬁelds.
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Synopsis
ܦཛڴ
ڇԳسऱᆄߺ࿓խΔ૿ኙ᧢֤๕ྒྷऱΔڶழᒔኔᣄאᔞᚨΔۖኙ࣍ழזऱ᧢ᔢΔߪᢰࠃढऱ᧢
֏Δृ܂חޓࠐլ֟ऱტᤛΖृ܂რቹشଃᑗڤݮΔ।ሒ۞ափ֨հტ࠹Ζʳ
ࣔཛπڗإຏρᎅΥψؐޡᩐΔޡ׳ᩌΔٽᩐᩌ۩Ζωਐᘺޡऱრ৸Ζ

Meditation Composed by Chiu Shing Ng
In the long journey of life, we face an ever-changing world full of unexpected happenings. Sometimes it is
hard to manage. The changing world and the changes in the immediate surroundings of the composer evoke
deep feelings within him. The composer tries to express his feeling in the music. The title of the music in
Chinese signiﬁes the composer walking slowly.

ฑਲН

്ᖠΕڹᖠߣڴ
Բ㵮ࠃڴπᄅദܑρਢᖕାזᇣԳ߉ޙऱټٵ㵮ࠃᇣ໌܂ऱΖାזऱڜհ႖ΔԸದΔԳ
اࠐԫૹऱ߀ᣄΖԱښᢰᣂΔؓࡳধ႖ΔཛݪᐛΔຑԫଡଶദऱՁ֛Ոլ౨ଔ
܍ΖψᑈദඣܑܫΔྤ֜֎ݱωΔਤඡଶᜰ۩ऱദ៖Δվඣᐛ״ऱՁ֛༉ܑܫԱࡠΖψܩվ
چڽΔި࿀૰խᆩωΔࡠಬܑՁ֛Δᣄඍᣄ։ΔෝณઌඨΔਫᆩ՚ឰΖᅝسᠦܑڽழΔྤൣᤪᜢႝ
ԳጹΔՁ֛ݴ࿀ߨٻൕ૨۩٨ΔࡠܶထᑷෝΔᕩඨװऱՁ֛ΔψԳࠃڍᙑᴧΔፖةܩઌඨω

The Parting Song of the Newly-weds
Composed by Xiaofeng Zhang & Xiaogu Zhu
This composition, written in 1980, was based on a poem bearing the same title by Du Fu, a great poet of the
Tang Dynasty. The music depicts of tragedy that a newly married man was enlisted in the army under coercion
during the Rebellion of An and Shi and his wife went to see him off. The composition is made up of three
sections. In the ﬁrst section, the theme of “The Wedding” is drawn from a tune of Jiang Baishi. The festivity
of the wedding in drum music leads into a nuanced playing of Erhu for showing the bride’s shyness and joy,
as well as the happy honeymoon. The second section opens with timpani music, in which the “Chaos” bring
out the ill omen that young men were enlisted in the army under the ofﬁcial’s coercion at night, and presents
a tragic scene of parting. The music in an exciting and frustrating mood then leads into Erhu playing a slow
tempo depicting the bride begging the ofﬁcials to release her husband from the enlistment but in vain. The
music then turns to a free tempo to express the sorrow. “The Departure” in the last section depicts the dismal
scene about the parting of the newly-weds. The rhythm of the entire section is low-spirited and lingering. With
the playing of Erhu, the music expresses the bride’s heavy sorrow for seeing her husband and ﬁnally ends in a
gloomy mood.

᎖ᙀᙸ٭

اޕႂڴ
ᑗאڴ௨ࣟᨷቔπᚊᙰᚊݠρऱଃᓳ᧢֏࿇୶ۖګΔႨᒓ堛Δൣፃᗅ௺Δࠀ༄ڶᖺऱاගଅΖ
אृ܂ᗑऱዌ৸Δ؏شܓچݎլٵቔऱઌฆଃࡉۥᆏऱڍᑌิٽΔࠀףԵᆢቔ।ዝऱڍᐋ᧯مڻ
ய࣠Δࢷ୶ԱቔᑗٽऱᄅڤݮΖࠡխᏆࡉٽऱᆵٌཙڮΔཱྀנႨ݇䑺ऱ૿Ζᑗ່ڴ
৵ຝٝΔᠲඝ৳ࡉቔᜢٌઌᏓΔᔼᖔԳ֨Δ।נԳଚڕᚊᤴॡᥬΔᕿট࣠ཊऱႨΖ

Flying Dragons and Leaping Tigers Composed by Minxiong Li
The music is derived from the Zhejiang gong and drum music, Long Tou Long Wei (Dragon Head and Dragon
Tail), and is impressive with its immensity, heightened emotions and strong ethnic color. With the composer
unique conception, the diverse timbre of drums and the varying rhythms are executed by the groups of
drummers performing at different levels, thus opening up new horizons in ensemble music for drums. The
alternating passages between the leading player and the ensembles paint and overwhelming scene of grandeur.
In the last section, the main theme and the drums echo each other in a description of the valiant and brave
people.
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